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What has been done?
✤ Evolved current Nightlies/CI for GeantV by using the same/

similar procedures as for other SFT projects
✤ In particular

✤ Use the set of external packages from CVMFS (LCG like releases)
✤ Instead of various independent Jenkins projects use a single one ‘multi-

configuration’ project
✤ Support concurrent processor architectures (vector instruction sets) 
✤ Added more compilers (gcc 5.2, gcc 6.2, gcc 7.3)

✤ Jenkins/CDash 
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GeantV externals (nightly)
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ROOT-HEAD, Geant4-10.04.ref02, pythia8-230, cython-0.27.3, lhapdf-6.2.0, VecGeom-HEAD, 
hepmc3-3.0.0, Vc-1.3.2, veccore-0.4.2, zlib-1.2.8, zeromq-4.1.4, xrootd-4.7.0, XercesC-3.1.3, 
tbb-2018_U1, srm_ifce-1.13.0-0, sqlite-3110100, setuptools-36.0.1, R-3.2.5, Qt-4.8.7, 
Python-2.7.13, pythia6-429.2, png-1.6.17, pkg_config-0.28, pixman-0.34.0, pcre-8.38, 
pango-1.40.13, oracle-11.2.0.3.0, numpy-1.11.0, ninja-1.7.2.gcc0ea.kitware.dyndep, 
mysql-5.7.20, libtool-2.4.2, libffi-3.2.1, lcgenv-1.3.3, HepMC-2.06.09, harfbuzz-1.6.3, 
GSL-2.1, graphviz-2.28.0, gperf-3.1, glib-2.52.2, gfal-1.13.0-0, freetype-2.6.3, 
fontconfig-2.12.6, fftw-3.3.4, expat-2.2.5, dcap-2.47.7-1, Davix-0.6.2, CMake-3.8.2, 
CLHEP-2.3.4.4, CASTOR-2.1.13-6, cairo-1.15.8, Boost-1.64.0, blas-20110419

✤ The following packages are built every 
night for a combination of compilers, OS 
and architectures (devgeantv)



GeantV externals (stable)
✤ In addition to the devgeantv nightlies, a set stacks of stable 

versions are available in CVMFS (including Ubuntu and 
MacOS)
✤ LCG_geantvext20180119
✤ LCG_geantvext20180306 == geant-latest
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veccore-0.4.2, sqlite-3110100, clhep-2.3.4.4, pythia8-226, pythia6-429.2, cairo-1.15.8, 
blas-20110419, expat-2.2.5, pkg_config-0.28, harfbuzz-1.6.3, graphviz-2.28.0, dcap-2.47.7-1, 
srm-ifce-1.13.0-0, mysql-5.7.20, VecGeom-HEAD, Boost-1.64.0, GSL-2.1, pcre-8.38, 
cython-0.23.4, castor-2.1.13-6, Python-2.7.13, fontconfig-2.12.6, hepmc3-3.0.0, zeromq-4.1.4, 
fftw3-3.3.4, numpy-1.11.0, pixman-0.34.0, glib-2.52.2, gfal-1.13.0-0, freetype-2.6.3, 
XercesC-3.1.3, gperf-3.1, lhapdf-6.2.0, xrootd-4.7.0, R-3.2.5, libtool-2.4.2, libffi-3.2.1, 
ninja-1.7.2.gcc0ea.kitware.dyndep, pango-1.40.13, tbb-2018_U1, png-1.6.17, Vc-1.3.2, 
CMake-3.8.2, qt-4.8.7, ROOT-6.12.06, zlib-1.2.8, Davix-0.6.2, lcgenv-1.3.3, 
setuptools-36.0.1, oracle-11.2.0.3.0, Geant4-10.04



Using the GeantV externals
✤ Setting the full environment by sourcing a ‘LCG View’

✤ including the proper compiler
✤ and tools like cmake, ninja, etc.
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$ source /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/views/geant-latest/x86_64-mac1013-clang90-opt/setup.sh

x86_64-centos7-gcc62-opt
x86_64-mac1013-clang90-opt
x86_64-slc6-gcc62-opt
x86_64-slc6-gcc7-opt
x86_64-ubuntu1404-gcc48-opt
x86_64-ubuntu1604-gcc54-opt

http://sft.cern.ch/lcg/views/geant-latest/x86_64-mac1013-clang90-opt/setup.sh


Different processor architectures
✤ Only a few packages need to be re-built for a specific backend 

architecture (e.g. Vc, VecGeom, Blas, etc.)
✤ Hardware backend specific views are constructed
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ViewLCG view
x86_64+avx2+fma-
slc6-gcc62-Release

Package X
x86_64-slc6-gcc62-

Release

Package X
x86_64-slc6-gcc62-

Release

Package X
x86_64-slc6-gcc62-

Release

Package Y
x86_64-slc6-gcc62-

Release

Package Y
x86_64+avx2+fma-
slc6-gcc62-Release

symlinks

GeantV
build area

packages with no 
strong dependency
to backend architecture

packages with 
dependency
to backend architecture

setup.sh

lib/libvecgeom.so
lib/libG4geometry.so

lib/libG4geometry.so

lib/libvecgeom.so



GeantV Nightlies
✤ Single Jenkins project with several combinations

✤ OS, BuildType, backend architecture, compiler, options (e.g. TBB) 
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GeantV CDash Nightlies

✤ Currently only 2 tests!
✤ TestEm3_GV
✤ TestEm5_GV

✤ Need to add more tests
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Debugging a Nightly Failure
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      Console Output
Started by upstream project "GeantV-nightly" build number 32
originally caused by:
 Started by timer
...
Building remotely on lcgapp-centos7-x86-64-18 (cc7 centos7) in workspace /build/jenkins/workspace/GeantV-nightly/
BACKEND/sse3/BUILDTYPE/Release/COMPILER/gcc62/LABEL/centos7/OPTION/NONE
...

$ ssh sftnight@lcgapp-centos7-x86-64-18 
$ cd /build/jenkins/workspace/GeantV-nightly/BACKEND/sse3/BUILDTYPE/Release/
COMPILER/gcc62/LABEL/centos7/OPTION/NONE 
$ source setup.sh 
$ cd build 
$ make -j5 
$ ctest -V -R <failingtest>

✤ The first few lines of the console output in jenkins contains all 
the required information (in CDash as well)
✤ node and workspace

https://epsft-jenkins.cern.ch/job/GeantV-nightly/
https://epsft-jenkins.cern.ch/job/GeantV-nightly/32
https://epsft-jenkins.cern.ch/computer/lcgapp-centos7-x86-64-18


MergeRequest CI
✤ The Jenkins pipeline job (GeantV-gitlab) starts a multi-

configuration job similar to nightlies but reduced (shorter)
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MergeRequest CI Reports
✤ Results in CDash and a mail sent to the MR submitter
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User#MergeRequest



Conclusions
✤ The current system is very extendable and maintainable

✤ using the same tools and procedures as the other SFT projects
✤ Have a look at the current state of the CI and provide 

feedback
✤ on new compilers, supported OS, new backends, etc.

✤ Need to add more tests to make it more useful
✤ full examples to exercise different functionality
✤ unit tests to detect any regression
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